
CHAPTER 5

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

Implementation  of  this  project  is  using  php  and  laravel  framework.  In  this

chapter will describe how this program work. There are a step to make prediction using

this program.

5.1.1 Import
In this step data must be imported to database before calculated using double

exponential smoothing. To do this step data must be as csv or excel file. The

data where is will be imported to database just passenger flight.

 

Figure 5.1 : Import Menu

Figure 5.1 First step to do which will be imported data to database. Data where is

will imported to database must be as a csv format or excel. The data where is chosen to

make prediction is data from flight history of PT. Angkasa Pura.

1.     public function collection(Collection $collection) {    
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2.         $collection->shift();
3.
4.         $data = [];
5.
6.         foreach($collection as $index => $dataset) {
7.             $data[$index]['bulan'] = $dataset[0] ?? null;
8.             $data[$index]['nama_bulan']  =  $this-

>namaBulan[$dataset[0]] ?? null;
9.             $data[$index]['tahun'] = $dataset[1] ?? null;
10.             $data[$index]['jumlah'] = $dataset[2] ?? null;
11.             $data[$index]['created_at'] = now();
12.             $data[$index]['updated_at'] = now();
13.         }
14.
15.         Datasets::insert($data);
16.     }
17. }

The code in above is used to import data in mysql database (line 15). Line 6 until line 12

is used to declare data where is will be imported to database. This code is used in first

step before the program can make a prediction. 

5.1.2 Summary data
Data summary will be show as result from import process. In this step

will  show data  from 2018-2020.  As  can  see,  the  summary data  had 4  coloumn the

coloumn where is contain in summary data is No, Months name, Years, and passenger

amount.
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Figure 5.2 : Summary data

Figure 5.2 image in above show a result from import process. That is a summary

data which show when process  import  is  successfully.  In  this  step we will  see data

summary where is has been imported. The data in above had  four parameter like a

number, months name, years, and total value.

5.1.3 Calculating process
Calculating  process  in  this  project  using  double  exponential  smoothing

algorithm. The Double exponential smoothing method is the most widely used method

to determine the trend equation for the second smoothing data  through a smoothing

process. This forecasting system captures patterns from past data and then uses it to

project future data. 

18.     public function hitungSt1($jumlah, $st1) {
19.         return ($this->alpha * $jumlah) + ((1-$this->alpha) *

$st1);
20.     }
21.
22.     public function hitungSt2($st1, $st2) {
23.         return ($this->alpha * $st1) + ((1-$this->alpha) *

$st2);
24.     }
25.
26.     public function hitungAt($st2, $st1) {
27.         return round(2 * $st2 - $st1,0);
28.     }
29.
30.     public function hitungBt($st2, $st1) {
31. return abs (round(($this->alpha / (1-$this->alpha)) *

($st2 - $st1),0));
32.     }
33.
34.     public function hitungYt($at, $bt) {
35.         return ($at + ($bt * 1));
36.     }
37. public function hitungMape($jumlah, $yt) {
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38.         return abs((( $jumlah - $yt ) / $jumlah)) *100 ;
39.     }

Code in above is a set of code that contains the formula. The formula is used to

forecast the previously imported data. It can be seen that the code does seven times the

calculation process to get the prediction result. In line 18-20 there is shown method to

calculate  single smoothing.  In line 22-24 is  method to calculated double smoothing.

Line 26-27 is method to calculate smoothing constant. Line 30-32 is method to calculate

smoothing trend. Line 34-36 is used to calculate the prediction. And the last line 37-39

is used to calculate of percentage error

5.2 Testing

5.2.1 Result from Calculating Process
This  project  will  make nine calculating result.  This all  of calculating

result from alpha 0.1 until alpha 0.9. The data that will be calculated is data starting

from 2018 to 2020. From the many result of calculating, its will be compared each result

to do comparison to find where is the best alpha.
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Figure 5.3 : Result Calculated process

Figure 5.3 show the result in above of the process a prediction. The calculation

process will run repeatedly to perform calculations until the data runs out. The alpha

value  used  in  the  calculation  process  can  be  seen  at  the  top  left.  This  process  will

continue until all data has been calculated using a different alpha value. Each alpha will

give different result. The smaller MAPE value means the estimated value closer to the

true value. The calculating process has a very good performance if the MAPE value is

below 10%, and has good performance good if the MAPE value is between 10% and

20%

5.2.2 Fluctuating data

In this project, data with very significant value will give high percentage error.

While data that does not have a significant difference will get low percentage error. This

is because the way the algorithm works is to make the results of the data in the previous

month as a parameter in the calculation

Figure 5.4 : Case of fluctuating data
Figure  5.4  show case  of  high  percentage  error.  This  caused  the  data

where is calculated very significant difference. Double exponential smoothing will get

high error if it’s happened because the data where is calculated using from old data.

Because of that, the prediction will get high percentage error. While for data where is

not fluctuating will get percentage error average of below 10%.
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5.2.3 Result of Prediction

The result of the calculation process above is a prediction. The predictions that

will  be  displayed  are  the  results  of  the  next  four  months.  The  prediction  will  be

displayed when we have found the best alpha.

Figure 5.5 : Prediction Result

Figure 5.5 in this picture can be seen is the result of a prediction in the future.

The results that will be displayed in this project are the results of the next 4 months.

Because the last data that was successfully obtained in December 2020, this program is

only able to display until April 2021.

5.2.4 Chart of Comparison
Because the calculation process that has been carried out gives many results. So

that  the  results  are  more  pleasing  to  the  eye,  a  diagram is  formed  to  facilitate  the

calculation process. This diagram can show the amount of data obtained from the results

of calculations that have been done.
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Figure 5.6 : Chart Comparison

Figure 5.6 Image illustration in above is a comparison from calculating result

with alpha value from 0.1 until 0.9. The data on the horizontal line is the month and

year. While the data on the vertical line is the number of passengers. The best result

from this process can see where the result reached the lowest distance with actual data is

alpha 0.1.

5.2.1 Table of Mape Comparison

Of all the existing counting processes. The process of calculating the average

percentage error will be carried out for comparison. The results given from the counting

process show that alpha 0.1 has the best results. While the results with other alpha still

have a slightly higher error rate.

Table 5.1 Table Double Exponential Smoothing  

 
ALPHA

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Percenta

ge

12.12

%

14.92

%

15.03

%

14.62

%

14.80

%

16.39

%

18.37

%

20.76

%

26.01

%

Table 5.1 from table in above get the best result from alpha 0.1. Alpha 0.1 give

the lowest summary result among others. From this result we can get conclusion alpha

0.1 is the best result. While the result with highest percentage error is from alpha 0.9.
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Result from alpha 0.1 give percentage error 12.12% and percentage error from alpha 0.9

is 26.01%. its show that very good because alpha 0.1 had value 12.12%.
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